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The benefits you receive by getting your concealed carry instruction from a member of our association
are great. Your training comes from a true professional, not only as that of an instructor, but that as a
current or former law enforcement officer.
Whatever instructor you choose, he or she is aware that if you find yourself in a legal court proceeding
because of an armed encounter you were engaged in, he or she will more than likely be summoned
by your attorney to testify on your behalf.
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report or a statement? Someone who has never taken the seat as a witness in court, and is
unfamiliar with the court room environment?
Or do you want someone who will testify that is very familiar with the procedural environment.
Someone who has filled out police reports, affidavits, and other legal documents on a daily basis?
Someone who is very comfortable on the witness stand?
You see, the benefits can carry on way past the training. The choice is up to you!

Concealed Advantage is an “LCM”
That means that the instructor is classified as a “Legal Consultant Member” and that he has agreed with the
other LCM’s to be legal consultants (from the training aspect) for you should you find yourself in a legal
situation. Just think, if the worst were to happen, you would not only have the benefit of your instructor’s training
and experience but that of the other members who have agreed to act as “LCM!”

Any current Missouri CCW endorsement holder OR any one who already has their training certificate is
entitled to attend any of our basic concealed carry classes for free and receive a certificate of training!
Build your training file should WE be called into court together!

